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Abstract
Background: Patients’ perspective on relatives’ attitude and behaviour to-

wards them (Expressed emotion—EE) may be an important addition to the
current focus on relatives’ perspective only, as measured by Camberwell Family Interview (CFI) or other methods. Based on the theory of EE, we have designed a brief, three-item questionnaire completed by patients, named Felt
Expressed Emotion Rating Scale (FEERS). FEERS measures the patient’s experience of criticism (Cri) and emotional over involvement (i.e. worry (Wo),
and control (Con). Aims: To investigate the test-retest reliability of the FEERS
and associations between the FEERS and the CFI and to which extent FEERS
scores were modified by severity of psychotic symptoms, cognitive function,
patient mood and amount of face-to-face contact with relatives. Methods:
Forty-five patients with schizophrenia and related psychoses admitted to a
psychiatric hospital and 67 relatives were included. Assessments included
FEERS, CFI and Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS). Results:
FEERS-Cri test-retest intra-class correlation (ICC1,1) was 0.71 among patients
with low total PANSS scores, low cognitive impairment (0.59) and depression
(0.63). For low levels of cognitive impairment, the ICCs of the FEERS-Wo and
the FEERS-Con were 0.62 and 0.83, respectively. The FEERS-Cri and FEERS-
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Wo correlated significantly with CFI-CC and CFI-positive comments, respectively. Among the relatives that the patient deemed “not at all critical” (low
FEERS-Cri scores), 94% had low CFI-CC levels. Conclusions: The FEERS
may be a brief, time-saving alternative for identifying relatives with low levels
of criticism. However, illness severity, cognitive function and mood influence
FEERS test-retest reliability and link to CFI.
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1. Introduction
A substantial number of patients with schizophrenia do not respond to traditional treatment [1]. One explanation has been increased level of expressed emotion
(EE) in the family of patients [2] [3]. EE refers to attitudes and behaviours towards
the patient that reflect criticism, hostility, and emotional over-involvement. Currently, interventions based on reducing high EE are considered integral to the
psychosocial component of treatments for schizophrenia [4]. The gold standard
method for assessing EE is the Camberwell Family Interview (CFI) [5]. A major
limitation of CFI is the training required to rate its reliability and the time required to administer and score the interview. In addition, the CFI addresses the

relatives’ points of view, as interpreted by an investigator. Several studies have
suggested that patient perceptions of the emotional climate in the family may
differ from the perceptions revealed by interviewing parents or other relatives
[6] [7].
CFI-EE was developed to predict relapse and pave the way for family intervention to prevent relapse. Despite the importance of this aspects as well, emphasis of patient perspective on relative’s attitudes and behaviour is of great interest, not the least when it comes to psychological treatment. Nevertheless, only
a few questionnaires have been published on this issue: Level of Expressed Emotion scale (LEE), Family Attitude Scale (FAS) and the Perceived Criticism Scale
(PCS). However, the intention of those scales was to predict long-term outcome,
not to measure how patients perceive relatives attitudes and behaviour per se.
Level of Expressed Emotion scale (LEE) and the Family Attitude Scale (FAS) are
scales that measure both relative’s and patient’s perspectives, but both are rather
lengthy. The 60 items LEE is based on the EE construct and provides four subscales (Intrusiveness, Emotional Response, Attitude Toward Illness, Tolerance
and Expectations) and a score for the level of EE overall [8]. However, the three
core dimensions of EE (CC, H, EOI) are not explicitly measured. The 30 items
FAS assesses a respondent's attitudes and behavior towards another person [9].
However, only a few studies have used the patient’s version [10] and no data are
available on the test-retest reliability or how relatives CFI-scores relate to FAS
scores, when completed by patients.
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Among the three core dimensions of EE, CFI-CC has by many authors been
viewed as the most important individual dimension. Hostility is most often
highly correlated with CC. Hooley and Teasdale [11] constructed the Perceived
Criticism Scale (PCS). On a 10-point Likert-type scale, the patient should rate
“How critical is your spouse of you?”. An important limitation of PCS is the
mere focus on critical comments. Emotional over involvement, not only CC, is
an important factor in understanding the effects of family behaviours and attitudes on patients. PCS did not aim to measure this dimension. When EOI is
scored applying Camberwell Family Interview, both level of worry and control is
taken into consideration. An excessively high level of worry might imply EOI,
which can be stressful for the patient. However, an absence of worry may be
perceived by the patient as not caring, which also can be distressing. High levels
of control may also be perceived as over-involvement. For example, Hooley and
Campbell (2002) found that relatives’ high level of behaviour control significantly predicted relapse in patients with schizophrenia. Thus, a brief questionnaire that addresses the patient’s experience of criticism and the perceived levels
of worry and control may provide important clinical information about EE
compared to LEE, FAS or PCS.
How patients perceive interaction with significant others, e.g. spouse or family,
may be influenced by the severity of psychotic disorder; impairment of cognitive
function and mood. For example, high EE has been related to better cognitive
functioning of the patient [12] [13]. Furthermore, some studies on EE research
have shown that the amount of face-to-face contact with significant others may influence the perceived level of distress [14]. Despite this, such aspects have not been
studied when applying patient based versions of LEE, FAS or PCS [15].
Considering the lack of brief patients based questionnaires to measure how
patients with schizophrenia perceive their interaction with relatives with emphasis on both critical comments and emotional over involvement, i.e. degree of
worry and control, we developed a brief three-item questionnaire, the Felt Expressed Emotion Rating Scale (FEERS).

Aims and Hypotheses
The aims of this study were to investigate a) the test-retest reliability of the
FEERS and b) the association between the FEERS and the CFI based on interview with relatives. We also examined c) the influence of severity of psychosis,
cognitive function and mood influenced on FEERS responses and d) whether the
amount of face-to-face contact influenced the association between CFI-derived
EE dimensions and FEERS. Our hypotheses suggested that both test-retest reliability and severity of the psychosis (PANSS), impaired cognitive function and
high mood scores should weaken the association between patients’ FEERS score
and relatives CFI-based EE dimensions.

2. Materials and Methods
Inclusion required that cognitive abilities of both the patient and the relatives
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had to be good enough to provide written informed consent. Fifty-eight consecutive patients (age 18 - 39 years) that had been admitted to two psychiatric
hospitals, due to an acute psychotic episode during the previous week were eligible for the study. Nine of the 58 patients or their relatives refused to participate.
One patient committed suicide before interview; one patients was discharged
early from the hospital and two patients did not fill in FEERS. This resulted in
samples of 45 patients and 67 relatives. To allow for comparison with CFI-based
studies, we diagnosed our patients according to DSM-III-R. However, we obtained additional information about symptoms, behaviour and length of illness
that have subsequently been included in DSM-IV, DSM-5 and ICD-10 research
criteria for schizophrenia. In this paper we report diagnosis according to DSM-5.
All our patients fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for all those definitions: schizophrenia (n = 50), schizoaffective disorders (n = 6) and schizophreniform disorders (n = 2).
One or two key relatives per patient were invited to participate. All patients
had face-to-face contact with relatives before admission. The amount of
face-to-face contact between the patient and family members during a typical
week was assessed. When possible, we interviewed the patients at baseline within
one week after admission to the hospital. Patients that stayed more than 3
months in the hospital were excluded from the study.

2.1. Instruments
The FEERS, conceptualized by last author, is a questionnaire derived from the
theory of EE [5]. The FEERS was translated from Norwegian to English and back
into Norwegian to ensure an optimal translation. At baseline, patients completed
the FEERS to rate their perceived attitudes of each relative that they had seen
regularly (face-to-face contact) for the last month. Each question was rated on a
six-point scale (0 - not at all; 5- extremely): 1) How critical do you feel he /she
has been to you the last month? (FEERS-Cri); 2) How much do you feel he / she
has worried about you the last month? (FEERS-Wo); 3) How much have you felt
controlled by him / her the last month? (FEERS-Con). FEERS was filled in by the
patients within a few days of the point in time when CFI was administered to the
relatives.
CFI measures five dimensions [5] [16]: critical comments (CC), hostility (H),
emotional over-involvement (EOI), warmth (W), and positive comments (Pos).
The first three dimensions (CC, H, and EOI) are used to assess the level of EE
(low, high). The relatives were interviewed with the CFI within three weeks after
the patient’s admission. All interviews were taped and scored by eight raters who
had been trained and found reliable raters by Christine Vaughn [5]. The EE index was rated high when the CC was high (six or more critical comments), when
H was present (1 - 3, on a scale of 0 - 3), or when EOI was high (3 - 5, on a scale
of 0 - 5). Our research group has previously demonstrated acceptable inter-rater
reliability on CC, H, and EOI [intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC1,1) 0.61 0.69] [17]. Neither warmth (CFI-W) nor positive comments (CFI-POS) are in223
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cluded in the EE index. However, our clinical experience suggests that both
CFI-W and CFI-POS are important dimensions. Thus, we included these dimensions in the present study.
Severity of psychosis, cognitive impairment and mood was assessed by PANSS
[18]. It is a semi-structured interview designed to assess symptom levels in patients with schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders. The total PANSS consists of 30 items. The symptoms were grouped into components identified in a
principal-component analysis which included 28 items [19]. These components
were: positive symptoms (P1, P3, P5, G9, G12), negative symptoms (N1, N2, N3,
N4, N6, G5, G7, G11, G13, G16), cognitive symptoms (P2, N5, G10), depressive
symptoms (G1, G2, G3, G6, G15), and hostility symptoms (P4, P7, G4, G8, G14).
For each patient, we calculated a mean score for each component and the total
PANSS (i.e., the sum of scores/the number of items). The inter-rater reliability
of raters (n = 6) was very good (ICC1,1 0.93, 0.79, 0.88, 0.79, 0.80 for the five
components and 0.92 for the total PANSS score, respectively [20].

2.2. Ethical Aspects
Informed consent was obtained from all study participants. The study protocol
was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee on Medical Research and the
Norwegian Data Inspectorate.

2.3. Statistical Analyses
A consecutive sub-sample of the patients (n = 18) completed the FEERS a second time, three days after the first assessment, and ICC1,1 was calculated. The
association between the ordinal scales of CFI dimensions and FEERS was studied
with Kendall’s tau-b. To estimate the sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value of FEERS-Cri in relation to CFI-CC, we dichotomized the responses
per number of critical comments (low CFI-CC: <6 critical comments; high
CFI-CC: ≥6 critical comments). An EOI score 0 - 3 refers to low EOI and 4 - 5
high EOI.
To estimate the effect of patient symptoms (PANSS scores) on the association
between FEERS and CFI, we performed logistic regression analyses, with the dichotomized CFI dimension as the dependent variable and the FEERS as the independent variable. Each PANSS component was dichotomized at its median
score. For each FEERS item and each PANSS component, we introduced the
product of the FEERS score * PANSS score as an interaction term. Analyses were
centred at groups of low and high symptom levels, consecutively. Then, we estimated the sensitivity and specificity of FEERS for the binary values of CFI-CC
and CFI-H.
The effect of patient symptoms on the stability of the FEERS ratings was
evaluated with multiple linear regression analyses. Each retest FEERS score was a
dependent variable, while the test FEERS score, a continuous PANSS component
score, and their interactions were independent variables. All statistical analyses
were carried out with SPSS (versions 14.0 - 20). The required level of signifi224
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cance was p ≤ 0.05 (two-sided).
We estimated the influence of face-to-face contact (time) on the associations
between the FEERS and the CFI, between the FEERS test and retest, and between
the FEERS and PANSS at follow-up, by testing the interactional terms (contact
time * other predictor). Relatives were assumed to be independent of each other,
although 44 of the 67 relatives (76%) were living as a couple. This assumption
was tested. Mixed model analyses were conducted, but the intercept mixed models did not converge. Thus, patients with two relatives were included twice in the
statistical analyses, i.e., once for each questionnaire completed.

3. Results
3.1. Demographic and Clinical Data
Patient demographic and clinical data are summarized in Table 1. Most patients
Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients.
Baseline characteristics

Patients (n = 45)

Males, n (%)

28 (62)

Females, n (%)

17 (38)

Age, years, mean (SD)§

28.7 (6.6)

Living with, n (%)
relatives

36 (80)

alone

9 (20)

Education
Primary school

14 (31)

Secondary school

27 (60)

College/university

4 (9)

Face-to-face contact with relatives, hours per week, median (IQR)

#

26 (34)

Illness history
Duration of illness before assessment, years, median (IQR; range)

5.3 (10; 1 month-20 years)

First time hospitalized, n (%)

16 (36)

Hospitalized ≥ 4 times, n (%)

17 (38%)

PANSS score, median (IQR, range)&
Total PANSS

2.7 (0.8, 1.7 - 4.9)

Positive component

3.2 (1.1, 1.2 - 5.8)

Negative component

2.9 (1.2, 1.1 - 5.9)

Cognitive component

2.7 (1.2, 1.0 - 6.7)

Depressive component

2.4 (1.0, 1.2 - 5.4)

Hostility component

2.2 (1.1, 1.0 - 5.6)

SD = Standard deviation; #IQR = Interquartile range; For each person, the mean PANSS scores were calculated for each component (scores/number of items); then, the distribution of these average scores was assessed across the sample (non-parametric test).

§

&
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(84%) had never married or cohabitated with a partner. Among the 67 relatives
(30 men and 37 women), 34 (52%) were mothers (1 stepmother), 27 (40%) were
fathers, 3 (5%) were spouses/cohabitants, and 3 (5%) were siblings. The relatives
had an average age of 56 (range 26 - 82) years.

3.2. Test-Retest Reliability
Of the 18 patients filling in FEERS twice, eight had two relatives, which yielded
26 questionnaires. The test-retest ICC1,1 were 0.46 for FEERS-Cri (p = 0.007),
0.22 for FEERS-Wo (p = 0.15), and 0.37 for FEERS-Con (p = 0.03). We performed linear regression analyses to assess whether the PANSS components
(dichotomized) modified the correlations between the test and retest FEERS
scores (Table 2). We found that the test-retest reliability (ICC1,1) of the FEERSCri was higher when the Total PANSS (0.71), PANSS cognitive (0.59), PANSS
hostility (0.62) and PANSS depressive components were low (0.63) (Table 2).
Test-retest in patients with The PANSS cognitive scale also significantly modified the test-retest ICC1,1 stability of the FEERS-Wo (p = 0.04) and FEERS-Con
(p = 0.01). Thus, analyses centred at low levels of the cognitive component
showed a strong relationship between the test and retest results of the FEERSCon scores (t = 3.46, p = 0.003). In contrast, there was no significant relationship
when the analyses were centred at high cognitive component levels (p = 0.66).
Among patients with low PANSS cognitive component scores, the test-retest reliability of FEERS-Con was 0.83. Analogously, the test FEERS-Wo scores agreed
with the retest scores at low levels of cognitive component (t = 2.06, p = 0.05),
but not at high cognitive component levels (p = 0.31). FEERS-Wo scores were
more stable at low depression levels (p = 0.08) than at high depression levels (p =
0.31). However, no test-retest comparisons of the FEERS-Wo reached an ICC1,1
of 0.70.

3.3. Comparison of FEERS with CFI
The means and standard deviations (SD) of patient ratings on the FEERS scales
were 2.0 (1.7) for FEERS-Cri; 1.9 (1.6) for FEERS-Wo; and 1.8 (1.6) for FEERSCon. The number of relatives’ critical comments, measured on the CFI (CFICC), ranged from 0 to 22 comments, with a median of 2 (IQR = 5) comments.
Table 2. Test-retest reliability (intra-class correlations) of the FEERS (18 patients; 26 questionnaires, see text) per high or low
patient symptom levels (PANSS).
FEERS scales

PANSS Total

PANSS Positive
component

Criticism (Cri) *Low: 0.71 High: 0.38 Low: 0.35 High: 0.58
Worry (Wo)
Control (Con)

Low: 0.44 High: −0.22 Low: 0.14 High: 0.31

PANSS Negative
component

PANSS Cognitive
component

PANSS Hostility
component

PANSS Depressive
component

Low: 0.59 High: 0.34 *Low: 0.59 High: 0.30 *Low: 0.62 High: 0.18 *Low: 0.63 High: 0.18
Low: 0.39 High: 0.13 *Low: 0.62 High: 0.31 Low: 0.13 High: 0.06 Low: 0.48 High: −0.35

Low: 0.23 High: 0.56 *Low: 0.60 High: 0.17 Low: 0.31 High: 0.51 *Low: 0.83 High: -0.04 Low: 0.18 High: 0.48

Low: 0.36 High: 0.39

Numbers represent ICC1,1 between the test and the 3-day retest results of the three FEERS scales, among patients dichotomized by low/high (compared to
the median) PANSS component scores. Intra-class correlations were derived from multivariate linear regressions. Dependent variable: FEERS retest; independent variables: FEERS test, PANSS continuous scores, and interaction between the FEERS item test and PANSS continuous scores. Interaction effect: *p
≤ 0.05; (*) 0.05 < p ≤ 0.10.
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The mean (SD) CFI-EOI ratings of the sample was 2.2 (1.4), on a scale of 0-5.
Seventeen (25%) relatives had high scores (≥6) on the CFI-CC. CFI-H was present in 11 (16%) relatives. Twenty-nine (43%) relatives had a high score (≥3) on
the CFI-EOI, and 37 (55%) were rated as high EE (CFI-CC ≥ 6, CFI-H present,
and/or CFI-EOI ≥ 3).
Among patients with two relatives (n = 22), patient perceptions of the two
relatives’ attitudes were not correlated significantly for the FEERS-Cri (r = 0.24;
p = 0.26) or the FEERS-Wo (r = 0.05; p = 0.80). However, there was a positive
correlation for the FEERS-Con (r = 0.44; p = 0.04); thus, the low variance of this
variable reduced the statistical power of tests involving the FEERS-Con.
Patient scores on the FEERS-Cri correlated positively with relatives’ CFI
scores on the CFI-CC and CFI-H, but they were not significantly associated to
other CFI measures (EOI, W, or POS) (Table 3). A FEERS-Cri score of 0, versus
1 - 5, had a sensitivity of 94%, a specificity of 34%, a positive predictive power of
34%, and a negative predictive power of 94% for agreement if CFI-CC was high
(cut-off 5/6 comments). Higher FEERS-Cri cut-off scores resulted in lower sensitivity and negative predictive power. There was also a positive correlation between FEERS-WO and CFI-derived positive comments (Table 2). No other significant correlations were found.
The link (Odd ratio—OR) between FEERS-Co and CFI Hostility was modified
(p = 0.08) by total PANSS (low/high). Thus, lower total PANSS indicates a significant positive link (OR = 2.2, 1.0 - 4.9, p = 0.04), while at higher PANSS
scores the link was non-significant (p = 0.79). Neither FEERS-worry nor control
was modified by PANSS. However, FEERs worry was modified by high face-toface contact time (higher worry when more face-to-face contact). FEERS-control
score was modified by total PANSS score and PANSS negative component.
PANSS total score was negatively modified by worry or CC (Table 3). Neither
applying alternative cut-off for CFI-EOI (e.g. 0-2/3-5 or 0-4/5) nor weighting
CFI-EOI or FEERS-Co (e.g. double the score), did not change the results.
Table 3. Correlations (Kendall’s tau-b) between the FEERS and CFI scales (N = 67 questionnaires, except for CFI-POS, where n = 66). CFI-CC, CFI-H, and CFI-EOI scales are
dichotomized as absent (0) or present (1); see methods.
CFI (score range)

FEERS
Criticism
(Cri)

FEERS
Worry
(Wo)

FEERS
Control
(Con)

Critical comments (CC) (0 or 1)

0.29**#,%

0.01

0.15%

Hostility (H) (0 or 1)

0.27*%

0.00

0.16&

Emotional over involvement (EOI) (0 or 1)

−0.06

−0.17%

−0.04

Warmth (W) (0 to 5)

−0.08

0.10

−0.16&,§

Positive comments (POS) (# of comments)

0.05

0.25**

−0.03

#Several of the correlations are modified by PANSS depressive scores and face-to-face contact (patient –
relatives). *0.01 < p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01. #Modified by PANSS depressive component (low/high; see text).
&
Modified by Total PANSS score (low/high; see text). §Modified by PANSS Negative component (low/high;
p = 0.02, see text). %Modified by face-to-face contact time (low/high; see text).
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In contrast to total PANSS, PANSS cognitive component did not modify any
link between FEERS-scores and CFI. However, the link between FEERS-Cri and
CFI-CC (low/high) was modified (p = 0.08) by the PANSS depressive component (low/high) (see Table 3). Thus, when the depressive component was low,
there was a significant positive link (OR = 2.1, 95% CI 1.2 - 3.6, p = 0.006); i.e.,
for each step on the FEERS-Cri scale, the likelihood of a high CFI-CC was doubled. In contrast, when the depressive component was high, the link was not significant (p = 0.68).
Face-to-face contact modified the link between FEERS-Cri and CFI-H (p =
0.06). More time spent together indicated a significant positive link (OR=2.7, 1.1
- 6.6, p = 0.03), whereas there was no link when less time has been spent together
(p = 1.0). The link between FEERS-Con and CFI-CC was modified (p = 0.01) by
face-to-face contact (low/high) (Table 3). Thus, when more than median time
was spent together, there was a significant positive link (OR = 2.8, 1.3 - 6.1, p =
0.01) (i.e., for each step on the FEERS-Con scale, the likelihood of CFI-derived
high criticism almost tripled), while there was no link when less time is spent
together (p = 0.50). Further, the link between FEERS-Wo and CFI-EOI was also
modified (p = 0.09) by face-to-face contact. More time spent together indicated a
significant negative link (OR = 0.56, 0.33 - 0.95, p = 0.03), whereas there was no
link when less time has been spent together (p = 0.83). The link between FEERSEOI and CFI-EOI was non-significantly negative (p = 0.13; n = 67), and suggested that high CFI-EOI was not perceived as harmful by the patient, in contrast to CFI-CC.

4. Discussion
The main aim of this study was to test the test-retest reliability of a brief, patient-rated questionnaire (the FEERS) for assessing how patients perceive relatives’ attitudes and behavior, that is criticism and emotional over involvement,

i.e. control, and worry. We also studied the link between FEERS and CFI-scores
obtained from relatives. Finally, we studied how FEERS scores was influenced by
PANSS total and component scores and the amount of face-to-face contact with
relatives. FEERS-Cri had 94% negative predictive power of CFI-derived CC. I.e.
if FEERS-Cri score is 0, it is very unlikely that relatives are critical. Low levels of
CFI-CC are taken to suggest that psycho-education, aimed at reducing critical
comments, is not indicated. Furthermore, low parental critical attitudes have
been associated with higher patient awareness of symptoms, which may increase
compliance with treatment [21]. Thus, the FEERS-Cri may be a brief,
cost-effective way of identifying relatives that do not require an intervention
aimed at reducing levels of critical comments. However, high FEERS-Cri scores
were less useful. In those situations, additional interviews with the relatives will
be required to identify relatives with high levels of criticism.
However, the test-retest reliability of FEERS-criticism, worry and control was
low in the total group of patients (ICC1,1 = 0.46; 0.22 and 0.37 respectively), suggesting that how patients perceive relatives attitude and behaviour may vary over
228
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days or is dependent of the clinical state of the patient. The latter interpretation
is supported by the finding that test-retest reliability of FEERS-criticism was acceptable if the patient’s psychosis was less severe with little cognitive impairment
and depressive symptoms. Although not significant, a trend towards better
test-retest reliability of FEERS-criticism was also associated with higher positive
relative to negative symptomatology and low hostility measure by PANSS.
Test-retest reliability of FEERS-worry and control was also higher if cognition
measured by PANSS was little impaired. However, test-retest reliability of
FEERS-control also had higher test-retest reliability when the positive component of PANSS was low, i.e. less severe psychotic symptoms. The test-retest reliability for FEERS-Wo was acceptable (0.62) among patients with better cognitive
functioning (i.e., a low score on the PANSS cognitive component).
The lower test-retest reliability of the FEERS among patients with more severe
psychosis (high total PANSS scores) or more cognitive impairment (high PANSS
cognitive domain scores) is consistent with clinical experience and research,
which has shown that self-rating instruments are of questionable value among
these patients. Thus, FEERS should be applied only when the acute symptomatology is mild to moderate. We also found that a higher level of depressive
symptoms (PANSS depressive component) was associated with lower test-retest
reliability. This finding was also consistent with clinical experience and research.
Depressed patients have a negative bias; i.e., they are more prone to misinterpret
interactions with others as criticism. However, in a study on students [22], the
data suggested that it was unlikely that perceived criticism simply reflected the
negatively biased perceptions of distressed individuals.
Interestingly, there was only modest correlation, although statistical significant, between FEERS measured criticism and relatives’ critical comments and
hostility measured by CFI (r = 0.29 and 0.27 respectively). However, a higher
level of depression was associated with a lower correlation between the FEERSCri and CFI-CC. This suggest that how patients perceive relatives attitude and
behaviour is rather different from how relatives report their attitude and behaviour towards the patient. This discrepancy has also been observed between patient with schizophrenia experiences of side-effects of drugs and the treating
physicians’ opinion [23]. It is likely that acute psychotic patients’ clinical response will be influenced by how they perceive their relatives attitude and behaviour. Thus, our study demonstrates the importance of assessing patients’
perspective as well. For this purpose, FEERS is suitable. It should be added,
however, that a small study of patients with schizophrenia (n = 33), interviews
about perceived EE among patients did correlate with relatives’ FMSS-rated EE
[24]. However, not using CFI and the fact that only a few relatives had high EE
in this study, the validity of this study may be challenged.
FEERS-Wo score correlated positively with the number of CFI-POSs. Thus,
relatives with high affection for their loved ones may be experienced by the patient that their relatives worry about their mental state. High levels of worry are
within EE theory often considered to reflect high emotional over involvement
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and thus harmful. However, it is also possible that some patients may perceive
this as a positive response, i.e. that they relatives care about them. In contrast,
FEERS-Con seem more related to CFI criticism or hostility, but only among patients with milder symptoms and more face-to-face contact. Accordingly, the
test-retest reliability for FEERS-Con was high (ICC1,1 = 0.83) among patients
with better cognitive functioning. Finally, perceived control was positively linked
to hostility, but only for patients with less symptoms.
Finding that any of the FEERS-Wo and CFI-EOI did not correlate should
come to no surprise. The concept of EOI is problematic and several researchers
have questioned the validity of this dimension as important for the course of
psychosis. FEERS-Co seems to reflect critic-warmth dimension, not CFI-EOI.
Thus, the non-significant association between CFI-EOI and FEERS-derived estimation of EOI suggests that high CFI-EOI is not perceived as harmful by the
patients, in contrast to CFI-CC.

4.1. Comparison of FEERS with Alternative Studies of Patient
Perceived EE
Only one study of 15 schizophrenic patients and 22 of their relatives has looked
at LEE filled in by patients [25]. The total score on the patient version of the LEE
showed a 0.32 correlation with the number of critical comments reported on the
CFI critical comments (CFI-CC). This is like the correlation between FEERS and
CFI -CC when we do not correct for modifiers. Neither test-retest reliability nor
correlations with LEE versus other EE dimensions, or the effect of possible
modifiers such as PANSS scores or face-to-face contact was reported. It should
also be added that data from the LEE are difficult to evaluate because of the
changes in the instrument (e.g. 38 items, 33 items) that have occurred over time
[26]. So far FAS applied to patient has not revealed data that allows comparison
with our findings.
The correlation between the PCS and the CFI-CC is like that between the
FEERS and the CFI-CC. One study of outpatients with schizophrenia demonstrated a clear relationship between level of the patient’s perception of being
criticized by the family and patient symptomatology such as anxiety and psychosis [27]. However, CFI-data from relatives was not reported. In a longitudinal
study, 27 relatively stable outpatients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder filled in PCS and the single “most influential other” (MIO) person was interviewed with CFI [28]. Patient ratings on the perceived criticism item were
significantly related to the high vs low CFI criticism ratings (p = 0.03). However,
neither test-retest reliability, sensitivity and specificity of PCS in relation to CFI,
nor correlation between CFI-CC and PCS score was reported. To the best of our
knowledge, cognitive status, severity of depression and amount of face-to-face
contact as effect modifiers of the patients’ PCS rating have not been studied.
Furthermore, PCS does not include assessment of EOI aspects such as worry or
control.
In fact, this study underlines that the validity of patients’ score when filling in
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questionnaires is dependent of the severity of the mental disorder at the time of
filling in the questionnaire, and this our setting, the time spent with relatives.
One may argue that FEERS requires rather well functioning patients. However,
the same limitation is true for PCS. Furthermore, in contrast to our study, no
previous study on the validity of questionnaires assessing how patients perceive
of relatives’ behaviour, have investigated the effect of such modifiers.

4.2. Limitations
Although studies applying LEE or FAS to measure how patients perceive their
relatives attitude and behaviour have included smaller sample than our study, our
sample is nevertheless not big. Furthermore, patients judged to be severely cognitively impaired or more treatment-resistant (defined as requiring more than three
months of inpatient stay) were not included in the study. Finally, both patients and
relatives had to be willing to participate. Thus, our inclusion criteria may have selected a patient group with relatively low family dysfunction and low psychopathology severity, despite the high total PANSS scores among some of our patients
and the fact that 55% of the relatives were rated as high EE. Thus, our findings require confirmation in studies with larger samples and ideally, more diverse group
of patients including out-patients. In addition, future studies should apply more
accurate measurements of cognitive impairment (i.e., standardized neuropsychological tests) to validate our finding that cognitive impairment could modify
the self-reported perception of a relative’s attitude during acute psychosis.

4.3. Implications for Further Research
Studies addressing how patients perceive relatives’ attitudes and behaviour towards them are surprisingly few. Thus, we do not know to which extent taking
patients’ perspective on EE into account in addition to relatives’ perspective,
may require modified psychoeducational or psychotherapeutic approaches in
the treatment of schizophrenia and thus possibly improve outcome. However, in
a recent study, levels of parental criticism was not as predictive of symptom trajectories as patients’ perceptions of criticism [29], suggesting that how patients’
perceive expressed emotions is important. Prospective studies comparing the
predictive value of short- and long-term outcome of FEERS versus relatives CFI
or shorter methods (e.g. five minutes’ speech sample) are clearly needed to address this important question. Because high EE also seems to be of importance
for the short- and long-term outcome of other mental disorders as well, the feasibility and validity of FEERS should also be tested in such populations.

5. Conclusion
The FEERS may be an efficient screening instrument for identifying how patients perceive relatives attitude and behaviour, especially in patients with less
severe psychosis, less depression and less impaired cognitive function. FEERS
may also be a brief and valid instrument to rule out high levels of EE in families.
Those capacities may have important treatment implications.
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